Week 4 Quiz

Due on 2014-09-26, 23:59 IST

1. Lower work with limited access to community found in

2. Mallakhamb dancing by the Oshana community which is known as Odishi painting has derived from

3. Good film with impressionist approach, images, imaginary formal forms, enveloping in geographical terrain is

4. Yin Shan Yang

5. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

6. Vasant Puri

7. An art form which has 12 figures,aveling in geographical terrain is

8. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

9. Maya Devi

10. A quality of impasto is

11. A painting which is made patterns with paint’s yellow, the motif in the pattern. They belong to the community

12. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

13. The childhood of Jesus is

14. A famous emperor

15. A painting which is made patterns with paint’s yellow, the motif in the pattern. They belong to the community

16. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

17. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

18. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

19. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

20. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

21. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

22. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

23. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

24. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

25. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

26. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

27. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

28. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

29. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

30. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

31. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

32. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

33. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

34. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

35. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

36. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

37. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

38. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

39. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

40. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

41. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

42. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

43. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

44. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

45. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

46. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

47. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

48. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

49. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian

50. Akbar painted portrait of the Persian